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In my last newsletter I welcomed you to
write your own lyrics to the question - Who
Would I Be if I Were Really Me? I thank all of
you who responded with your lovely,
thoughtful verses and I would like to share
with you the poetry of Mary Stanley. Mary
has been a customer and friend since we
opened our doors in 1995 and I have had the
honor of witnessing her unfolding through
the years. Her song illustrates the journey
and the wisdom that we all need to observe
our lives, find our way through the fog and
darkness and take responsibility for our own
growth. No one else can do this for us. We
can ask for help along the way, we can find
the places and people who inspire us and
guide us but, inevitably, it is our own
determination and belief in ourselves that
brings us to knowing who we truly are.

I love her last lines -
Best to use the gifts we're given

Or else what's this all about? 

Indeed, we all do have the gifts and answers
we need but it is by unlocking that tool box
that we give ourselves the courage,
opportunities and will to move forward to
realize and fulfill the lives we have been
blessed to live.



Witnessing the unfolding of our students,
customers and friends (and my own self!) is
the greatest joy that I have in life. There is
nothing more sacred to me then our path to
unity and oneness. It's what I live for and I
will continue to strive to open everyday to
who I am.

In the poetic words of Mary Stanley:
 

What direction am I facing?
Where, my heavens, is the door?
Dreams of plenty are unfolding

As I lie here on the floor
 

Got a flashlight, anybody?
What I seek is in the dark

There's a wrench stuck in my gearshift
Can't quite get it out of Park

 
Wash the windows to my soul

All those smudges blur the way
Gotta do the work we came for

Yet no instructions for today
 

What's in your toolbox matters
Only when you pull it out

Best to use the gifts we're given
Or else what's this all about? 

_______________________________

Sound Healing Sessions
With Kathryn Rambo

ELESTIAL CROWN SOUND BATH:
Tuesday Oct. 8th and 22nd, Saturday Oct. 19th

$40 for 50-minute session, cash or checks
accepted

Email Kathryn for your session time
at purpleotterstudio@yahoo.com

Our crown charka is our access to higher states of
consciousness. When open and clear, it helps us to
see what is beyond our personal preoccupations,
allowing us to tap into Universal Consciousness, Unity
and Oneness. The high vibration of Elestial quartz
helps us with our spiritual growth. Combining the
frequency of Elestials with the frequencies of the
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Tibetan Singing bowls you will have the opportunity to
receive an infusion of Love and Light from the higher
realms comfortably and gently.

Note: once a month Saturday sessions are now
available 

Please email Kathryn
atpurpleotterstudio@yahoo.com to schedule your

individual session
_____________________________

Make a Joyful Noise
A Retreat Designed to Soothe Your Soul,

Open Your Heart and Bring Joy to Your Life

Saturday, November 9th
9:00 am - 3:15 pm

Greendale Community Church
6015 Clover Ln, Greendale, WI 53129

Early Bird Registration by Oct. 15th - $60
Registration after Oct. 15th - $75

Greendale Church Members - $50.00

I am honored to be a music facilitator at this wonderful
event in November. Anna Jester, Kathryn Rambo, Amy
Prasad, Janine Trede and Scott Cincotta will also be
facilitating the workshop.

What is it about music that makes it so meaningful and
important to us? Plato said it best, "Music gives a soul to
the universe, wings to the mind, flight to the imagination
and life to everything."

No matter if you are a musician or think you can't sing or
play, then THIS IS YOUR DAY to celebrate and make a
joyful noise! Throughout this day you will have the
freedom and opportunity to write your own song, to sing,
to drum, to ride sound waves and liberate the part of you
that responds to music every day. Absolutely NO musical
experience needed - we promise!

"Music....will help dissolve your perplexities and purify
your character and sensibilities, an din time of care and
sorrow, will keep a fountain of joy alive in you."

To register, email purpleotterstudio@yahoo.com.
___________________________________________
Text Link
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Classes

Talk About with Anna Jester
Fridays October 25, November 15

6:00pm- 7pm
FREE

Bring your favorite crystal and curiosity. We share
our crystals, ask questions and share insights. We end the
evening with a ritual and/or meditation using our crystals.
Beginners welcome.

Anna is a staff member at Free Spirit Crystals.

Registration: email Anna at ajester50@gmail.com No Fee.
Class location: Free Spirit Crystals, 4763 N. 124th Street,
Butler, WI 53007.
______________________________________________

Beginning Crystal Healing Class
With Pam Moderski and

Pat Hartman
6 Weeks beginning

Thursday, October 10th
6:30 - 8:30

Fee: $35.00 per class or
$175.00 if paid in full if received

before or on the first class

Learn the basics of using crystals and stones for
healing and personal growth. You will have an
opportunity to do hands on crystal healing work with
others in the class.

Pat and Pam will cover:
Rules of Thumb for Crystal Healing

How to Clear and Clean Crystals and Stones
Meanings and Usages of over 80 Stones

Crystal Wand Healing Technique
Identification and Uses of Different Crystals

Stone Layouts
And So Much More!!!!!

To register, please email pmoderski@att.net

This is the best Crystal Class Ever!!
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___________________________________
Te

Metaphysics, Alchemy and Magick of Music
and Sound

Saturday Oct. 12th at Free Spirit Crystals
10:30 - Noon

Cost: $35 includes handouts
Class is limited to 6 participants.

For thousands of years, humans have used and
continue to use music and sound to achieve altered
states of consciousness as well as for spirit
communication and healing. In our very ancient history
music was not used as nor ever intended to be used
for entertainment. It was purely a spiritual and healing
art form. Based on your personal experiences you
probably have an intuitive awareness that there is a
metaphysical side to music. It has a power to evoke
emotions, memories; raise your energy level for your
exercise regime; and calm you down for meditation or
relaxation and even to reduce pain. Music can move
you to ecstasy or to tears. Today research is being
done to learn just how music affects us. In this class
you will be introduced to other dimensions of
music: the metaphysical, magickal, alchemical side of
sound and music.

Email: Kathryn at purpleotterstudio@yahoo.com to register for
the class.

____________________________________
Text Link

Reiki Class
with Donna Redmer

Reiki ll
Sunday, November 10th

12:00 - 3:00
Fee: $125.00

Pre-requisite - Level Reiki 1

Level 2 helps you develop the emotional and mental
aspects of your life which will assist you in strengthening
your ability to do the physical healing work.
 
You will be given the Reiki 2 attunement and learn the
basic Reiki symbols which you will be able to use in your
daily life and healing practice. You will also be taught
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absentee healing that you can send to others at any time.
 
To register, please go to www.freespiritschool.com and
click the Reiki tab under classes.

_________________________________
Text L

Free Spirit School - New Classes
Beginning January 2020

Free Spir it School of Integrated Energy Healing (FSS)Free Spir it School of Integrated Energy Healing (FSS)
offers the combined forces of Diane Bloom and Roseoffers the combined forces of Diane Bloom and Rose
Koremenos who, together, br ing over 40 years ofKoremenos who, together, br ing over 40 years of
expertise in the field of healing practices, personal andexpertise in the field of healing practices, personal and
spir itual development, and emotional freedom. FSSspir itual development, and emotional freedom. FSS
offers a unique and highly effective approach for bothoffers a unique and highly effective approach for both
healing practit ioners and those seeking personal change.healing practit ioners and those seeking personal change.
We offer classes based in holistic healing arts andWe offer classes based in holistic healing arts and
practices, bioenergetics, psychology, and quantumpractices, bioenergetics, psychology, and quantum
physics. Our classes explore energy patterns thatphysics. Our classes explore energy patterns that
promote health and wellbeing in the mental/emotional,promote health and wellbeing in the mental/emotional,
physical and spir itual realms. We provide tools forphysical and spir itual realms. We provide tools for
change and growth that facilitate the creation of a joy-change and growth that facilitate the creation of a joy-
filled and satisfying life. Our students come to FSS for afilled and satisfying life. Our students come to FSS for a
var iety of reasons – from the desire to open a healingvar iety of reasons – from the desire to open a healing
practice to feeling stuck in unhealthy patterns or facingpractice to feeling stuck in unhealthy patterns or facing
their  fears- the bottom line is students come seekingtheir  fears- the bottom line is students come seeking
change. Most importantly Diane and Rose offer openchange. Most importantly Diane and Rose offer open
hearts for those who long to make a difference in theirhearts for those who long to make a difference in their
lives and for the world. The best ad for FSS is ourlives and for the world. The best ad for FSS is our
graduates who continue to return and refer others to ourgraduates who continue to return and refer others to our
programs.programs.

For more information on the Module content, please goFor more information on the Module content, please go
to freespir itschool.com Developing Consciousness page.to freespir itschool.com Developing Consciousness page.
We're looking forward to seeing you in class in January!We're looking forward to seeing you in class in January!

Text
Li___________________________________________

Book Launch for Theresa Reed's New Book
Astrology For Real Life

Friday, October 4th 7:00 pm
Free Spirit Crystals

Theresa has done it again!! Her newest book - Astrology
For Real Life - is a fun and sassy no-nonsense invitation
to the practice of astrology with easy-to-understand tools
for self-development and conscious living.

Theresa will talk about her book and take questions in
this fun-filled night with friends. We will have copies of



her book for sale and free cupcakes and snacks.

This event is free but come early to get your seat!
___________________________________________
Text Link

Layout of the Month
Becoming a Spiritual Warrior

 
This layout is designed to assist with finding inner
courage to live one’s life with the conviction of their
beliefs as they pertain to their spiritual life. It helps
in relieving the fear associated with living against
the norm and becoming conscious of one’s inner
ethics. These stones are chosen to give each
chakra a boost of tenacity to stand up as the
Spiritual Warrior in all aspects of one’s life.
 

Bottoms of Feet – Hematite
In Between Legs – Large Piece of Black Obsidian

2nd Chakra – Raw Ruby
3rd Chakra – Bronzite

4th Chakra – Morganite
5th Chakra – Aquamarine

6th Chakra – Charoite
7th Chakra – Gateway Crystal pointing towards

head
Hands – Tiger Eye

______________________________________

Pebbles and Stones
 “The length of our lives are far shorter then we realise
and half of the time when we become aware of such
truth, we have lived most of it as someone else.”
― Nikki Rowe

"The spiritual warrior hides from nothing. We jump into
the fire, we dive into the ocean. We become the sea."
Charlotte Sophia Kasl

A warrior does not give up what he loves, he finds the
love in what he does. - Dan Millman

“There comes a time in your life when you can no longer
put off choosing. You have to choose one path or the
other. You can live safe and be protected by people just
like you, or you can stand up and be a leader for what is
right. Always, remember this: People never remember
the crowd; they remember the one person that had the

https://www.azquotes.com/quote/846542?ref=spiritual-warrior
https://www.azquotes.com/author/28990-Charlotte_Sophia_Kasl


courage to say and do what no one would do.” ―
Shannon L. Alder
___________________________________________

Stone of the Month - Shungite
10% Off

Over two billion years old, Shungite is one of the most
useful stones to appear on the healing scene. It is one of
the only known natural material known to contain
fullerenes, which are powerful anti-oxidants. Fullerenes
are said to absorb and eliminate anything that is a health
hazard to human life. Shungite is used to filter water and
infuse it with healing properties for the body.
 
This soft, black mineral is a staple for anyone that owns
electronic devices as it repels the electromagnetic field
from those devices away from you. Place it in your
pockets, your billfold, near your television sets, your
microwave, your computers, and hand held devices. We
have Shungite that you can place on the back of your cell
phones to negate the EMFs coming toward you.
 
This is another stone that I carry with me constantly to
ward off all of the unwanted electromagnetic energy
coming at us everyday.
Text Link__

______________________________________________________

Coupon of the Month

10% Off Everything in the
Store!!!

(excluding consignment and net items)
Saturday, October 19th

Please present this coupon at checkout
TextL_______________________________________________________
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